Proof of debt form
Claim to Insolvency case:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
(Name of debtor)
(Local court and reference number)
BACK TO:
Herr Rechtsanwalt
Berend Böhme
c/o B+O Böhme Götz Geske
Otto-Lilienthal-Straße 16
28199 Bremen

Please always file this form and all other documents in DOUBLE copy.

Creditor

Creditor representative

Name:..................................................................................

Name:............................................................................

Adress:................................................................................

Adress:..........................................................................

City/Postcode:....................................................................

City/Postcode:..............................................................

Land:…………………………………………………………….

Land:………………………………………………………..

Phone/Fax:..........................................................................

Phone/Fax:....................................................................

E-Mail:…………………………………………………………...

E-Mail:………………………………………………………

(Name, first name/company name as registered with com- Authorizations enclosed / to be subsequently filed
mercial registration, exact address, telephone number, ref- (The authorization must explicitly be extended to the
erence)
insolvency case)
Bank of creditor:

Bank of creditor representative:

IBAN:.....................................................................................

IBAN:...............................................................................

Bank:……………………………..BIC:…………………………..

Bank:……………………………..BIC:…………………………

Each independent claim has to be filed separately. If not enough space on this form, further claims are to be
attached in following apportionment:
1. Main claim

2. Main claim

Main claim in rank of § 38 (if necessary approx.)
Contained sales tax:
to 1.).....................................to 2.)....................................
Interest, not succeeding opening day
1.) .....................% of €........................since....................
2.) .....................% of €........................since....................
Costs, originating before opening day
Contained sales tax:
to 1.)...................................to 2.)..................................
Sum

Secluded fulfillment by simultaneous file of loss claim
□ yes, see attachment for statement
□ No
According to estimation of creditor a deliberate illicit action underlies the claim
□ Yes, facts:................................................................................................ □ No
Reason and detail of claim
□ delivery of goods, □ rent, □ loan, □ repair, □ wage, □ bill of exchange, □ compensation,
□.........................................................
As attachment of which the claims resume the following is enclosed (if possible in 2 copies):

............................................................................................................................
(city, date)
(Signature/Stamp)

Invitation to lodge a claim. Time limits to be observed!*
As you may have gathered from the accompanying order of the insolvency court, insolvencyproceedings
have been opened regarding the assets of the debtor named therein, which also serves the uniform
satisfaction of creditors’ claims. Every creditor, including the tax authorities and the social insurance
institutions of Member States, may lodge a written claim in the insolvency proceeding. This also
applies to creditors whose habitual residence, domicile, or registered office is in a different Member State
than the State in which the insolvency proceeding was opened (Article 39 of the Council Regulation on
Insolvency Proceedings). Creditors may also lodge their claims in the official language or in one of the
official languages of such other State. In this case, the claim must at least contain the heading
“Anmeldung einer Forderung” (“Lodgement of a Claim”) in the German language. The creditor may
be required to provide a translation of the claim in German (Article 42 para. 2 of the Council Regulation
on Insolvency Proceedings). The lodgement of the claim must take place within the time period set
forth in the accompanying order opening the insolvency proceedings (§ 28 para. 1 of the Insolvency
Statute).
2 Claims that are first lodged after expiration of the filing period, may require an additional verification
proceeding. The costs arising there from shall be borne by the creditor who lodged an untimely
claim (§ 177 para. 1 of the Insolvency Statute).
The lodgement of the claim shall not be made to the insolvency court, but to the insolvency administrator set forth in the accompanying order opening the insolvency proceedings (§ 174 of the
Insolvency Statute). If a custodian or trustee is appointed (§§ 270, 313 of the Insolvency Statute), the
lodgement of the claim shall be made there.
In the lodgment, the creditor shall state the form, the date the claim arose, and the amount of the
claim and shall be accompanied by, as applicable, available supporting documents, as well as
certificates of the lodgement, upon which the claim is based (Article 41 of the Council Regulation on
Insolvency Proceedings; § 174 para. 1 of the Insolvency Statute).
In addition to the lodgement, the basis for the claim and, if applicable, the facts, from which, in the
opinion of the creditor, it appears to be based on an unauthorised intentional act committed by the
debtor (§ 174 para. 2 of the Insolvency Statute). The grant of discharge from residual debt shall remain
unaffected by unauthorised acts intentionally committed by the debtor, when the creditor lodged a
corresponding claim with information regarding this legal basis and the acts upon which it is based (§
302 nr. 1 of the Insolvency Statute).
All claims are to be asserted as fixed amounts stated in Euros and at the end the total amount shall be
summarised. Claims in foreign currency must be converted to Euros at the exchange rate applicable
at the time the proceeding was opened. Claims that are not based upon money or whose value is
uncertain must be lodged with their estimated value (§ 45 of the Insolvency Statute).
Interest, in principle, may be claimed only for the period up until the opening of the insolvency
proceedings (the date of the accompanying opening order). The interest rate and time period upon
which it is calculated shall be provided and it shall be stated as a fixed amount.
Subordinate claims (for example, interest that accrued after the opening of the proceeding or claims
based upon services provided free of charge by the debtor) shall only be lodged to the extent the
insolvency court expressly invited the lodgement of these claims in the order opening the
insolvency proceedings. Upon the lodgement of such claims, the lower rank shall be indicated and the
lower rank to which the creditor is entitled shall be designated (§ 174 para. 3 of the Insolvency Statute).
To the extent creditors claim security rights in movable property or rights of the debtor, they must
promptly inform the insolvency administrator thereof. At the same time, the object in which a
security right is claimed and the form and basis upon which the security right and the secured claim
arise, shall be described. Whoever culpably refrains from or delays such notification, is liable for
the damages resulting there from (§ 28 para. 2 of the Insolvency Statute). Creditors who, based upon
a lien or other security right may demand separate satisfaction, are creditors in the insolvency
insofar as the debtor is also personally liable to him, such as based on a loan or purchase agreement.
This personal claim may be lodged. It will only be considered in the distribution of the insolvency
assets, however, insofar as they waive their right to separate satisfaction or that it has failed (§ 52 of the
Insolvency Statute).
Anyone entitled to claim the separation of an object from the assets involved in the insolvency
proceedings based upon a real property right or a personal property right (such as, as owner) shall
not be included as a creditor in the insolvency proceedings.
Entitlement to separation of such object from the assets shall not be lodged in the insolvency
proceeding, but rather, according to the statutes that apply outside of the insolvency proceeding (§ 47
of the Insolvency Statute).

